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The Evolution of Hominin Diets: Integrating Approaches to the Study of Palaeolithic SubsistenceSpringer, 2009
This volume brings together new and important research from the top experts in hominid diets across multiple fields. The objective of the volume is to explore if there is a consensus between the different methods, allowing us to better understand the nature of hominin dietary strategies through time. Contributions focus on modern studies, faunal...
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Applications of Digital Signal Processing to Audio and AcousticsSpringer, 2001
With the advent of `multimedia', digital signal processing (DSP) of sound has emerged from the shadow of bandwidth limited speech processing to become a research field of its own. To date, most research in DSP applied to sound has been concentrated on speech, which is bandwidth limited to about 4 kilohertz. Speech processing is also limited by the...
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GPRS for Mobile InternetArtech House Publishers, 2003
This book helps you understand how the GPRS system is used as a major technology building block for the emerging mobile Internet; the book also provides you with detailed coverage of a wide range of important topics.

This ground-breaking book offers you a comprehensive, in-depth presentation of GPRS (general packet radio service). The...
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Adsorption by Powders and Porous Solids: Principles, Methodology and ApplicationsAcademic Press, 1999
The declared objective of this book is to provide an introductory review of the various theoretical and practical aspects of adsorption by powders and porous solids with particular reference to materials of technological importance. The primary aim is to meet the needs of students and non-specialists, who are new to surface science or who wish to...
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Synchronization of Parallel Programmes (Studies in computer science)North Oxford Academic, 1985

	The use of modular and parallel programming languages, and the development of distributed architectures is having a profound influence on computer programming and systems design; hardware and performance can now conspire to produce much higher operating speeds than could previously be achieved through sequential processing. Executing...
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Architecture of Italy (Reference Guides to National Architecture)Greenwood Press, 2008
Covering all regions of Italy--from Turin's Palace of Labor in northern Italy to the Monreale Cathedral and Cloister in Sicily--and all periods of Italian architecture--from the first-century Colosseum in Rome to the Casa Rustica apartments built in Milan in the 1930s--this volume examines over 70 of Italy's most important architectural landmarks....
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Bayesian Essentials with R (Springer Texts in Statistics)Springer, 2013

	This Bayesian modeling book provides a self-contained entry to computational Bayesian statistics. Focusing on the most standard statistical models and backed up by real datasets and an all-inclusive R (CRAN) package called bayess, the book provides an operational methodology for conducting Bayesian inference, rather than focusing on its...
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Bioinformatics For Dummies (Math & Science)For Dummies, 2006
Search databases and analyze sequences like a pro
    

    Get the most out of your PC and the Web with the right tools    

    Explore the human genome and analyze DNA — without leaving your desktop! All it takes is the basics of molecular biology and the wealth of information in this friendly guide. You'll discover the...
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Optics in Instruments: Applications in Biology and MedicineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Optics is a science which covers a very large domain and is experiencing indisputable growth. It has enabled the development of a considerable number of instruments, the optical component or methodology of which is often the essential part of portent systems. This book sets out show how optical physical phenomena such as lasers – the...
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The Analytic Art (Dover Books on Mathematics)Dover Publications, 2006
This historic work consists of several treatises that developed the first consistent, coherent, and systematic conception of algebraic equations. Originally published in 1591, it pioneered the notion of using symbols of one kind (vowels) for unknowns and of another kind (consonants) for known quantities.

Fran90is Viete was born in...
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A+ Guide to Software: Managing, Maintaining, and TroubleshootingCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	Written by best-selling PC repair author and educator Jean Andrews, the fifth edition of A+ GUIDE TO SOFTWARE: MANAGING, MAINTAINING, AND TROUBLESHOOTING maps fully to CompTIA's 2009 A+ Exam objectives. This full-color guide is the most complete, step-by-step book available for learning the fundamentals of supporting and troubleshooting...
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Sign Languages in Contact (Sociolinguistics in Deaf Communities Series, Vol. 13)Gallaudet University Press, 2007

The 13th Volume in the Sociolinguistics in Deaf Communities Series  This volume collects for the first time various accounts of contact between sign languages throughout the world, presenting an exciting opportunity to further understand the structural and social factors of this linguistic component in Deaf communities. Editor...
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